CKEditor: The Rich-Text Editor in Sakai
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CKEditor Tutorial - Part 1

Tips and Design Standards
Religion 224: Lutheran Heritage

Welcome! This course is an introduction to the origins, core convictions, practices, and ethical commitments of the Christian reform movement which takes its name from the 16th century university professor, priest, and reformer, Martin Luther. In this course, you will explore the Lutheran understanding of the “founder” of Christianity (i.e., Jesus of Nazareth), the community which claims his name (i.e., the Christian community or church), the central text (the Bible), central rituals, and the ethical commitments which flow from all those elements just mentioned.

Please proceed to the course syllabus to begin. If you have questions, feel free to email me. [email protected]
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Sakai Tools Using CKEditor

- Lessons
- Forums
- Assignments
- Announcements
- Mailtool
WARNING: No Auto-Save Feature

To avoid losing any lengthy or carefully considered text:

● First compose your work in a separate text editor (e.g., Word) and save often.
● Then, paste the text into the CKEditor and format it.
Design Standards

- Strive for good visual design.
- Make content accessible.
Basic Elements of Rich-Text
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